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#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts explores the wilds of the Grand

TetonsÃ¢â‚¬â€•and the mysteries of love, murder, and madnessÃ¢â‚¬â€•in this engrossing and

passionate novel.The sole survivor of a brutal crime back East, Reece Gilmore settles in

AngelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Fall, WyomingÃ¢â‚¬â€•temporarily, at leastÃ¢â‚¬â€•and takes a job at a local

diner. One day, while hiking in the mountains, she peers through her binoculars and sees a couple

arguing on the bank of the churning Snake River. And suddenly, the man is on top of the woman,

his hands around her throat...By the time Reece reaches a gruff loner named Brody farther down

the trail, the pair is gone. And when authorities comb the area where she saw the attack, they find

no trace that anyone was even there.No one in AngelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Fall seems to believe

ReeceÃ¢â‚¬â€•except Brody, despite his seeming impatience and desire to keep her at

armÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s length. When a series of menacing events makes it clear that someone wants her

out of the way, Reece must put her trust in BrodyÃ¢â‚¬â€•and herselfÃ¢â‚¬â€•to find out if there is a

killer in AngelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Fall, before itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s too late. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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OMG - this is the Nora Roberts I love - great heroine - she's creative, independent, a bit of a loner,

outdoorsy, modern, a little bit of a tom-boy and has a passion/career she loves.And the plot is really

good - who hasn't imagined running away to a small town surrounded by grand natural beauty to



start a simple new life. It's an escapist's dream!The only gripe I have with this is the romantic lead,

Brody, is a little too pushy - there are moments where Roberts goes too far in my opinion. Some

women want a take charge guy but there's a line between "take-charge" and abusive - this

character is borderline emotionally abusive in his responses to the female lead's panic attacks

(well-earned given her backstory). She continually says, "Works for" her but it made me bristle a

number of times. As its fiction and I was so enjoying other aspects of the story and characters, I let it

go but it certainly stuck in my craw.I wish more of Robert's characters were such modern women.

That the lead didn't have a lot of biological family around her was refreshing too - many of Robert's

books feature families that are large, ridiculously supportive, wealthy and there to catch every fall - it

can get a bit much for those of us not so gifted.

I liked the storyline. "Who done it" was not obvious, though he was one of my three or four suspects

:). I liked the dialogue and the honesty of the characters. I did feel like the story was too long and

drawn out. How much good happen to this girl before it's over?! Overall, I thought it earned 4 stars

and I look forward to the next Nora Roberts book.

I must say, this novel intrigued me. I could tell instantly there was going to be so many bright colors

in the objects and surroundings of the storyline. Nora Roberts always seems to detail her stories

with tons of rivetting color. The beginning of the book almost reminded me of the other nature-tastic

book she wrote, Rivers End.The plot is poor I found as I continued reading. The fear and mystery is

poor. The romance is debateable. The only thing that seems real are the feelings of paranoia the

main character deals with, and the wanting to escape. She wants to get away. Keep moving and get

away from the past.I think the novel could have been better had Nora added some elements of

deeper relationships instead of moving the plot around so much. It seemed confusing, and

eventually uninteresting. Sadly, I will be getting rid of this one. It is not worth holding onto for my

keeper shelf.

This is a story about friendships, love, lost dreams and murder. When Nora Roberts is on, she is on.

The h comes to a small town close to the Tetons and gets a job as a cook in a typical small town

restaurant. Slowly we begin to see why she is on the move. Instead of being able to keep going she

witnesses a murder and stays to try to find out who the victim was and who killed her. In the process

she meets a writer who is attracted to her but does not quite get her quirks, until he does. She has

had a terrible loss in her life and uses traveling to help with the trauma. The fact that she stays to



clear up the mystery is part of her healing. So is the writer. I had no idea who the killer was until the

author revealed him. I enjoyed this book and recommend it.

Nora Roberts really does a fantastic job of character development with her 2 main characters. She

does a great job writing about the emotional and mental challenges of her main character as she

fights her way back from a near death experience. This is not a leisurely read. It is a "you can't put

this book down", " I HAVE to finish this book now" read. I loved it !

Angel's Fall is another romance coming from the imagination of the acclaimed Nora Roberts filled

with suspense, mystery, intrigue and a cast of believable characters. So get comfortable in your

easy chair for a slow moving enjoyable book.Reece Gilmore is driving and driving trying to escape

the horror of a night that has left her with panic attacks, nightmares and a fear that chokes the

breathe out of her until her car starts smoking in the calm Wyoming town of Angels Fist. Population

623. Before long, Reece takes a job in a local restaurant cooking and stays for a while until that itch

comes around and she needs to get back on the road.While Reece is out hiking she witness' a man

& woman fighting. Out of fear she rushes back and stumbles into the towns brooding loner Brodie.

She convinces him to return to the sight but there is nothing. No one believes her thinking she has

an overactive imagination, before long strange things start happening to Reece that create even

more paranoia.Despite her desire to stay for a short while and leave she is developing some strong

relationships with a few people in this sleepy little town. Joanie the owner of the little restaurant has

taken her under her wing. Now, Brodie gets involved more that he is willing to admit.The murderer is

a surprise!

Did you really see someone die? No clues found where she saw murder happen......

I love this story and have read the book several times and watched the movie (with Heather

Locklear) many times. It's a good story with likeable main characters and it holds the reader's

interest. This is the book that got me interested in Nora Roberts' writing. I've read many of her

books over the years and pretty much loved them all.
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